
 
Groundwater must be taken into 
account in these pipe through wall procedures. 

Swimming pool walls, tank walls,
shafts, etc. are also critical applications where puddle flanges
are used. 

Water penetrates on the outer side of 
pipes into the building. Puddle flanges
eliminate these leak occurrences.

The solution

WA EDPM puddle flanges  
can be installed against pressing water making 
watertight concrete walls, 
slabs and shafts. Puddle
 flanges provide a perfect sealing 
for all current pipe materials prov
ided that the pipe's outer surface 
in the area of the collar is clean, 
smooth and porefree. If necessary, 
the pipe's surface should be rubbed 
smooth.  

Area of application

The system is designed for the 

standard diameters of plastic pipes. 

Because of the great flexibility it can 

also be used for diameters of differ

ent pipe materials. 

 

Westatlantic technical is available 
to provide detailed instructions and 
information for specifc applications.

Characteristics

 EPDM material is chemically 

resistant to a wide variety of acids 

and lyes. It also provides outstand

ing weather and ozone resistance. 

Against oil and grease it provides only 

moderate resistance. EPDM is not 

resistant to petrol. In the latter case, 

Puddle flanges made from 

NBR can be used. 

Density 1.030 kg /m³

Shore hardness 40° Sh + 5

Tensile strength 8 N/mm²

Elongation at breaking point 750 %

Tear strength 3,5 N/mm²

Temperature resistance -50....+120°C

Compression set  

(24 h, 70°C)
25 %
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Installation

The puddle flanges are pulled onto 

the pipe by hand and fastened by 

means of the appropriate clamping 

system in accordance with the instal

lation instructions. A screwdriver can 

be used to install the clamping sys

tem on pipes up to 315 mm diameter. 

From d 355 mm a clamping tool must 

be used. Puddle flanges are 

not fixing points for pipe but we can 

also supply hightensile wall ducts of 

PE and PP.

Quality assurance

The production, logistics and de

velopment of the puddle flanges is 

certified according to DIN EN ISO 

9001:2008 ff. Consistently high quality 

is ensured through the use of high 

quality raw materials, the latest prod

uction techniques and comprehen

sive, factorywide monitoring.

Advantages

 � Economical solution 

 � Easy installation with steel or 

stainless steel clamping bands 

 � Suitable for various pipe  

materials 

 � Waterproof to 60 m of water 

column for diameters from 32  

to 315 mm 

 � From diameter 355 mm, water

proof to 10 m of water column 

 � Can be installed in ceilings, 

floors and walls 

 � Good chemical resistance to 

acids and lyes 

 � Many years of experience with 

over 700,000 applications 

 � Also available for oil and petrol

resistant NBR
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1. Preparing the pipe
The outer surface of the pipe to be concreted in must be cleaned with cloth, 

steel wool or similar material. Any visible grooves on the plastic pipes must be 

removed with a scraper on the puddle flanges support. In the case of all pipe 

materials, the surface of the pipe must be clean, smooth and porefree (con

crete pipes must be smoothed with liquid cement).

2. Installing the puddle flange
Neutral soap or a similar product can be used as an aid when sliding the pudd

le flange onto the pipe. The puddle flange must be positioned in the middle of 

the wall to be sealed. The concrete coating must cover every part of the puddle 

flange to at least 5 cm.

3. Installing the clamping band
- with the puddle flange installation kit

Fit a clamping band on both sides of the collar and tighten it using a screwdriver 

or a hexagonal Allen key. 

- with individual components

Clamping bands are required per puddle flange:

 �  up to 200 mm diameter with 1 fastener on the circumference

 �  above 225 mm diameter with 2 fasteners on the circumference 

a)  Determine the length of the clamping band (pipe circumference + 115 mm 

and cut to length.

b) Fold over approx. 5 cm of the band and hang it in the fastener's clip.

c)  Fit the clamping band around the collar and insert the end into the compres

sion bolt.

d)  Turn the compression bolt in a clockwise direction using a screwdriver or 

hexagonal Allen key and tighten the clamp gently until the band is fixed 

tightly.

4. Ready-installed  puddle flange
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1. Preparing the pipe
The outer surface of the pipe must be cleaned and pretreated in the same way 

as for  puddle flanges diameter 32 to 315 mm (see page 8, section 1.).

2. Installing the puddle flange
The puddle flange is fitted in the same way as for puddle flanges diameter 32 to 

315 mm (see page 8, section 2.).

3. Preparing the clamping band
A stainless steel clamping band is required at both sides of the walls as well as 

between the walls. The clamping band is laid in double layer and fastened with 

a single fastener. The total of 3 fasteners should be fitted at approx. 120° (deg

rees) from each other. A clamping tool is used for the installation. This tool is 

available from us for purchase or on loan with a security deposit. 

4. Installing the clamping band
a)  Use the band directly from the roll. Pull the loop through the band. Double 

the free end of the band and fit it around the puddle flange, bend it under the 

fastener and press it flat.  

b)   Pull the band tight by hand and attach the clamping tool as shown. Press 

down on the gripping lever with your thumb. The band is tensioned by turning 

the hand crank. Crank until the band is uniformly tightly fitted on the collar. 

The collar walls must be vertical. 

c)   When taut, screw the hexagonal Allen screw into the fastener and tighten it. 

Any excess band must be cut to approx. 8 cm in length using the tool's cutt

ing device and bent over under the fastener.

4. Ready-installed  puddle flange
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